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 In your recent interview with Kara Swisher of the New York Times,1 you spoke about the 

importance of voting rights as “fundamental to democracy,” and the need to make voting accessible 

enough that “voting participation gets to 100.” These are positions with which we, a group of democracy 

and cybersecurity advocates, wholeheartedly agree.  

However, you went on to say that you “would dream” of voting on smartphones. Per the 

transcript, you stated: “We do our banking on phones. We have our health data on phones. We have more 

information on a phone about us than is in our houses. And so why not?” Respectfully, there are many 

reasons why voting by smartphone would be extraordinarily destructive for the security and integrity of 

voting, and for democracy, in the current environment. This memo attempts to lay them out in brief.  

Mr. Cook, you wield incalculable influence in the technology world. Although your recent 

statements may have been off the cuff, they will inevitably be cited as strong support for the notion that 

Americans should be voting by smartphone right now. For the reasons described below, any move in that 

direction would introduce real election security and integrity concerns on top of those that our nation is 

currently grappling with.  

We ask that you publicly clarify your statement, to ensure that it is not interpreted to mean 

that securely casting ballots via smartphone is currently feasible or achievable— or likely to 

become feasible in the near future.2  Should a conversation on these issues be useful, we would be more 

than happy to arrange one with ourselves and other experts in the field. 

 

I. Five Unsolved Problems Make Internet Voting Inevitably Insecure. 

 Online voting presents unique and difficult security challenges, making online banking a flawed 

analogy.3 Although cryptographers have identified “end-to-end (E2E) verifiability” as a method to 

provide auditable online voting,4 these systems cannot currently remedy five key security problems in 

internet voting. 

Malware on the Voter’s Device 

   Ballots can be compromised by malware before they even leave voters’ devices. Computers and 

devices are under constant attack from a host of viruses, Trojan horses, spyware and malware. Any ballot 

cast online is vulnerable to malware that could be used to spy on the voter’s selections or manipulate vote 

choices. Even if the ballot is sent through an encrypted connection, it is still vulnerable because malware 

on a voter’s computer can modify a marked ballot before it is encrypted. Although E2E-verifiability 

allows any manipulation of ballots to be detectable, it does not prevent this manipulation. 

Attackers wishing to manipulate ballots would not have to infect computers with a new malware. 

They could simply “rent,” on the black market, computers already infected with malware and customize 

the malware to modify ballots. Just as Microsoft, Apple or Symantec can send updates to their software 

products remotely, a malicious attacker can remotely update malware on infected computers, customizing 

 
1 Kara Swisher, Apple’s C.E.O. Is Making Very Different Choices From Mark Zuckerberg, Sway Podcast (Apr. 5, 

2021).  

2 See generally National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, Securing the Vote: Protecting 

American Democracy. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press (2018); Joint Report of the National 

Election Defense Coalition, Common Cause Education Fund, R Street Institute, and ACM US Technology Policy 

Committee, Email and Internet Voting: The Overlooked Threat to Election Security (October 10, 2018). 

3 David Jefferson, If I Can Shop and Bank Online, Why Can’t I Vote Online?, Verified Voting (2014).  

4 The Future of Voting: End-to-end Verifiable Internet Voting U.S. Vote Foundation (June 2015). 

https://www.nytimes.com/2021/04/05/opinion/apples-ceo-is-making-very-different-choices-from-mark-zuckerberg.html?showTranscript=1
mailto:https://doi.org/10.17226/25120
mailto:https://doi.org/10.17226/25120
https://www.acm.org/binaries/content/assets/public-policy/jtreportemailinternetvoting.pdf
https://verifiedvoting.org/publication/if-i-can-shop-and-bank-online-why-cant-i-vote-online/
https://www.usvotefoundation.org/e2e-viv/summary
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it to recognize and replace ballots or modify votes.5 This manipulation could affect only the ballot image 

being returned to the elections office, while the voter would see the correct ballot image with the voter’s 

choices. Researchers warn the potential to exploit a large number of already infected computers means 

such client-side attacks have the ability for large-scale impact.6 

Voter Authentication 

         Reliably authenticating voters casting ballots over the internet remains an unsolved online voting 

problem in the United States. Creating digital credentials for every voter would both raise numerous 

access and equity concerns and would present significant implementation and administration challenges 

for the thousands of local election officials who administer American elections. 

Targeted Denial-of-Service Attacks 

         Sending voted ballots over the internet could also exposes elections offices to denial-of-service 

attacks. A botnet could do this from remote overseas locations beyond the reach of U.S. law enforcement, 

preventing targeted voters, for example in political key counties or users of certain ISPs,  from casting 

ballots for hours or days. In addition to dissuading individual voters from casting ballots, such an attack 

could make it harder for certain regions or populations to vote, potentially skewing the vote in a manner 

that changes the outcome.  

Disruption Attacks 

         Warnings from the U.S. intelligence community emphasize that our adversaries are also seeking 

simply to disrupt our elections in order to sow chaos and distrust in the system.7 Internet voting is 

exceptionally vulnerable to attacks meant to undermine confidence in the election. An attacker could 

breach a system just to delete all the votes that had been cast online and effectively discredit the election. 

Another increasingly common attack, ransomware, could be used to hold the ballots cast online to extort a 

payment, while corroding confidence in the election. Most disruption attacks will not be mitigated with 

encryption and could effectively decimate the public’s trust in an election outcome. 

Server Penetration Attacks 

An online voting system could also be attacked through directly penetrating the county election 

server or network components. An attacker could infect elements of the county’s network with malware 

designed to replace legitimate ballot images with a ballot image reflecting the attacker’s choices. This sort 

of attack was successfully demonstrated on an encrypted online voting system in 2010, when 

Washington, D.C., attempted a pilot program for an online ballot return system. D.C.’s Board of Elections 

created an evaluation version, encouraging members of the public to test the system’s security and ease of 

use. It canceled the program’s rollout after a team of security researchers at the University of Michigan 

was able to penetrate the system, gain access to all ballots and replace them with doctored ones.8 Again, 

although E2E-verifiabilty makes any modification or replacement of ballots detectable, it does not prevent 

these kinds of attacks. 

 

 
5 Nelson Hastings, Rene Peralta, Stephan Popovenuic, and Andrew Regenscheid, Security Considerations for 

Remote Electronic UOCAVA Voting, NIST IR 7770, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (February 2011). 

6 Id. 

7 Matthew Rosenberg, Nicole Perlroth and David E. Sanger, ‘Chaos Is the Point’: Russian Hackers and Trolls Grow 

Stealthier in 2020, N.Y. Times (Jan. 10, 2020). 

8 J. Alex Halderman, Hacking the D.C. Internet Voting Pilot, Freedom to Tinker (October 5, 2010). 
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https://freedom-to-tinker.com/2010/10/05/hacking-dc-internet-voting-pilot
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II. Introducing These Insecurities into U.S. Elections Right Now Could Be Disastrous  

Current polling indicates that one-third of Americans believe that large scale election fraud 

tainted the 2020 U.S. presidential election.9 That number has remained essentially unchanged since 

November, despite there being no evidence of election fraud and despite a statement from DHS’s 

Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency calling November’s election “the most secure in 

American history.”10 

Imagine if the 2020 general election had been conducted by smartphone. In the absence of any 

paper record of votes, the opportunity for mis- and disinformation would have been immeasurably larger. 

Doubts about the legitimacy and accuracy of votes received and the integrity of the votes stored would 

have been super-charged. Even more Americans would be left with lingering doubts about the validity of 

the election and, in turn, the federal government itself. 

The widespread belief in large-scale election fraud is eroding the very foundations of our 

democracy, increasing the danger that creeping authoritarianism poses to this country. Now, more than 

ever, we know that strong supporting evidence is critical to defending election integrity. Any move 

toward voting by smartphone would be a profoundly wrong move at this perilous moment. 

 

III. Conclusion 

We urge you to publicly clarify your remarks so that they cannot be used to do damage. Should 

you have any questions or wish to arrange a conversation with leading experts on this topic, please do not 

hesitate to contact Rachel Goodman at 202.997.0599 or via email at 

rachel.goodman@protectdemocracy.org.  

 

 

 

 
9 Monmouth University Polling Institute, Majority Back Capitol Riot Commission (March 17, 2021).  

10  Election Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council Executive Committee, Joint Statement from Elections 

Infrastructure Government Coordinating Council & The Election Infrastructure Sector Coordinating Executive 

Committees, Cybersecurity & Infrastructure Security Agency (Nov. 12, 2020).  
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